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Outline
◼

◼

◼

◼

Motions to set aside the verdict (presentence).
Motions to set aside judgment (postsentence)
Motions to set aside sentence (postsentence)
Coram Nobis Motions
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Setting Aside the Verdict
◼

◼

◼

Motion to set aside verdict may be made
by a defendant at any time before
sentence.
Motion to set aside the verdict cannot be
made after sentencing. The proper
remedy is a direct appeal or CPL 440
motion.
CPL 330 applies to proceedings in superior
court. Is it applicable to LCCs?
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1

Setting Aside the Verdict
◼

◼

Yes: CPL 370.10 applies all 330 provisions
to prosecution by information.
Information includes “simplified
information,” a “prosecutor’s information,”
and a triable “misdemeanor complaint.”
CPL 340.10.
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Setting Aside the Verdict
◼
◼
◼
◼

The three grounds (CPL 330.30):
1) Legal error appearing in the record
2) Misconduct related to a juror
3) Newly discovered evidence
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Setting Aside the Verdict
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

No inherent power of a trial court to set
aside a verdict.
Grounds are strictly limited to those
provided by CPL § 330.30.
Interest of justice or discretion are
improper grounds.
An appellate court can set aside a
conviction if it is against the weight of the
evidence; not so for the trial court.
Court cannot “reweigh” the evidence.
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Setting Aside the Verdict
Legal Errors
◼
◼

◼

Must appear in the record.
If the error appears outside the record,
e.g. ineffective assistance of counsel, the
issue may not be raised under CPL 330
(see People v Giles, 24 N.Y.3d 1066
[2014]).
Must be an error, that if raised on appeal,
would require reversal “as a matter of law”
by the appellate court.
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Setting Aside the Verdict
Legal Errors
◼

Reversal “as a matter of law” usually
requires a “timely objection.”
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Setting Aside the Verdict
Legal Errors
◼

CPL 470.05: “a question of law with
respect to a ruling or instruction of a
criminal court during a trial or proceeding
is presented when a protest thereto was
registered, by the party claiming error, at
the time of such ruling or instruction or at
any subsequent time when the court had
an opportunity of effectively changing the
same.”
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Setting Aside the Verdict
Legal Errors
◼

◼

Translation: The defendant must make an
objection at a time when the court can
correct the error.
Example: A defendant cannot claim for the
first time in a 330 motion that a
prosecutor erred during summation
(People v Harris, 98 NY2d 452 [2002])
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Setting Aside the Verdict
◼

◼

Alleged trial error must be preserved.
While the appellate court may consider an
unpreserved error in the interest of
justice, trial court has no such power.
Defendant cannot raise new ground in a
reply to the People’s response (People v
Mullings, 146 AD3d 816 [2d Dept 2017]).
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Setting Aside the Verdict
Legal Errors
◼

◼

◼

Preservation Exception: “Mode of
Proceedings Error.”
Errors that “go to the essential validity of
the process and are so fundamental that
the entire trial is irreparably tainted”
(People v Kelly, 5 NY3d 116 [2005]).
So, is a constitutional error a Mode of
Proceedings error?
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Setting Aside the Verdict
Legal Errors
◼

◼

Not necessarily, many constitutional rights
are waived if not preserved (see Kelly,
n.2).
Very complex area of law.
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Setting Aside the Verdict
Mode of Proceedings Error
Non-exclusive list of recurring Mode of
Proceedings Errors:
1) Jury notes;
2) Absence of judge, defense attorney, or
defendant during proceedings;
3) Delegation of judicial authority;
4) Accusatory instruments; and
5) Shifting burden of proof to defendant
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Setting Aside the Verdict
Legal Errors
◼

If the alleged error of law is unpreserved,
it is incumbent on defendant to provide
legal support that error is a mode of
proceedings one.
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5

Setting Aside the Verdict
Juror Misconduct
◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

improper conduct by a juror OR
improper conduct by another person in
relation to a juror;
out of presence of court;
which may have affected a substantial
right of the defendant;
which was not known to the defendant
prior to the rendition of the verdict
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Setting Aside the Verdict
Juror Misconduct
◼

◼

◼

Need not be preserved or appear in the
record.
Can also be a basis for a CPL 440 motion
(CPL 440.10[1][f]).
So, any case interpreting issue in a 440
motion will be applicable to a 330 matter.
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Setting Aside the Verdict
Juror Misconduct
◼

◼

◼

Since misconduct can take different forms,
there is no simple formula for determining
these claims.
Analysis must be case specific (see People
v Irizarry, 83 N.Y.2d 557, 561 [1994]).
What are the areas of potential
misconduct?
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Setting Aside the Verdict
Juror Misconduct
◼

Juror Experiments/Tests
◼
◼

◼

People v Legister, 75 NY2d 832 [1990]
People v Smith, 59 NY2d 988 [1983]

Unauthorized Crime Scene Visits
◼
◼

People v Crimmins, 26 NY2d 319 [1970]
People v De Lucia, 20 NY2d 275 [1967]
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Setting Aside the Verdict
Juror Misconduct

◼

Professional/Expert Jurors
◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

People v Maragh, 94 NY2d 569 [2000](Nurse)
People v Santi, 3 NY3d 234 [2004] (Hospital
Employee)

Juror experience or experimenting beyond
the application of everyday experience is
likely improper
TIP: Avoid the issue by proper instruction
in cases where you have an expert juror.
CJI/General Applicability/Juror Expertise
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Setting Aside the Verdict
Juror Misconduct
False answers during Voir Dire
People v Rodriguez, 100 NY2d 30 [2003]:
Failure of juror to disclose friendship with
an ADA was misconduct but did not
prejudice defendant.
◼

◼
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7

Setting Aside the Verdict
Juror Misconduct
◼
◼

◼

◼

People v Ceresoli, 88 NY2d 925 [1996]:
Larceny case where D allegedly stole from
a private social club.
Juror failed to disclose he had nominally
been a member of the club decades
earlier, and two of his relatives were or
had been members.
No improper conduct and conduct did not
affect substantial right of defendant.
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Setting Aside the Verdict
Newly Discovered Evidence
◼

Under CPL 330.30[3], the new evidence:
◼

◼

“Could not have been produced by the
defendant at the trial even with due diligence
on his part;” AND
“is of such character as to create a probability
that had such evidence been received at the
trial the verdict would have been more
favorable to the defendant.”
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Setting Aside the Verdict
Newly Discovered Evidence
◼

◼

◼
◼

Long-standing case authority elaborates
on the statutory language.
1) Evidence will probably change the
result if a new trial is granted;
2) discovered since trial;
3) could not have been discovered before
trial by exercise of due diligence;
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8

Setting Aside the Verdict
Newly Discovered Evidence
◼
◼

◼

◼

4) material to the issue;
5) non-cumulative to the former issue;
and
6) not merely impeaching or contradicting
of the former evidence.
People v Salemi, 309 NY 208 [1955].
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CPL 330.40
Procedural Requirements
◼

◼

Motion under sub. 1 (Legal Error) need
not be in writing, but People must be
given reasonable notice and an
opportunity to respond.
People may respond to motion orally (see
People v Workman, 277 AD2d 1029 [4th
Dept 2000]).
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CPL 330.40
New Evidence or Juror Misconduct
◼

◼

A motion alleging Juror Misconduct or
Newly Discovered Evidence must be in
writing and upon reasonable notice to
People.
Must also contain sworn allegations by the
defendant or another person, of the
occurrence or existence of all facts
essential to support the motion.
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CPL 330.40
New Evidence or Juror Misconduct
◼
◼

Once all papers are submitted, the court
Must grant the motion without hearing if:
◼

◼

◼

◼

The papers allege a legal basis for the
motion; and
Papers contain sworn allegations of all
essential facts; and
All essential facts are conceded by the People.

In other words, there are no undisputed
facts supporting a legal basis to vacate.
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CPL 330.40
New Evidence or Juror Misconduct
◼

May deny the motion without hearing, if:
◼

◼

◼

D does not allege any ground constituting
legal basis for motion; OR
Papers do not contain sworn allegations of
essential facts necessary to support motion.

If court doesn’t summarily deny or grant
motion, then a hearing must be conducted
to make findings of fact necessary to
determine motion.
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CPL 330.40
New Evidence or Juror Misconduct
◼

◼

NOTE: At the hearing, the defendant has
the burden of proving every essential fact
by a preponderance of the evidence.
If court sets aside verdict, then the result
depends on the grounds.
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CPL 330.50
Remedy after Setting Aside Verdict
◼

◼

◼

Legal Error: Same action as appellate
court would be required to take upon
reversing or modifying on those grounds
(Sub. 1).
Juror Misconduct: Court must order new
trial.
New Evidence: 1) Must order a new trial,
or 2) on People’s consent, modify the
verdict by reducing to a lesser offense.
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CPL Article 440
Post-Judgment Motions
◼
◼

◼
◼

440.10 Motion to Vacate Judgment
440.20 Motion to Set Aside Sentence by
Defendant.
440.30 Procedure
440.40 Motion to Set Aside Sentence by
People
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CPL 440.10(1)
Grounds
◼

After entry of judgment, defendant make
motion to vacate judgment on the
following 12 grounds:
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CPL 440.10
Grounds
a)

b)

c)

d)

Court did not have jurisdiction over
defendant OR action.
Judgment was obtained by duress,
misrepresentation or fraud by the court,
prosecutor or their agents.
Material evidence at trial was false and
known by prosecutor to be false.
Material evidence at trial was obtained in
violation of defendant’s constitutional rights.
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CPL 440.10
Grounds
e)

f)

g)

During the proceedings, D was incapable of
understanding or participating due to mental
disease or defect;
Improper and prejudicial conduct outside
the record would have required reversal of
judgment on an appeal if such conduct had
appeared on the record;
Newly discovered evidence (same as
330.10)
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CPL 440.10
Grounds
g-1) Forensic DNA testing after judgment
demonstrates substantial probability that D was
actually innocent (guilty plea) OR the court has
determined there is a reasonable probability
that the verdict would have been more
favorable to defendant (trial).
Unlikely to see forensic DNA testing on a
misdemeanor or violation.
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CPL 440.10
Grounds
h)

i)

j)

Judgment was obtained in violation of D’s
rights under state or federal constitutions.
Conviction was for certain prostitution
offenses and D’s participation was as a
result of having been a victim of sex
trafficking.
Conviction for A or unclassified
misdemeanor entered before April 12, 2019,
that created ongoing collateral
consequences, including immigration consq.
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CPL 440.10
Grounds
k)

Pre-2021 convictions for marijuana-related
offenses or loitering for the purposes of
prostitution.
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CPL 440.10
Immigration Consequences
◼

◼

CPL 440.10 (1)(j) creates rebuttable
presumption that guilty plea to applicable
offense was not knowing, intelligent and
voluntary;
Rebuttable presumption that conviction of
such offense constitutes cruel and unusual
punishment under state constitution,
thereby violating CPL 440.10(1)(h).
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CPL 440.10
Claim of Actual Innocence
◼

◼

Claims of actual innocence following a trial
verdict may arise under grounds of DNA
testing (g-1), constitutional violations(h),
or newly discovered evidence (g).
However, the Court of Appeals has
rejected a free-standing actual innocence
claim, at least under paragraph h, where
the D pleaded guilty (People v Tiger, 32
NY3d 91 [2018]).
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CPL 440.10(2)
Procedure Pt 1
Court must deny a motion to vacate
when:
a) Issue raised was previously determined
on the merits on appeal, unless there has
been retroactive change in law; or
b) Judgment is appealable or pending on
appeal, and the record is sufficient to
permit adequate review; (does not apply
to sex trafficking subdivision)
◼
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CPL 440.10(2)
Procedure Pt 1
Court must deny a motion to vacate
when:
c) Defendant unjustifiably failed to take or
prefect an appeal, or raise such ground
on appeal, and the record is sufficient to
have allowed adequate review.
d) The ground is related solely to the
validity of the sentence.
◼
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CPL 440.10(2)
Procedure Pt 1
Court may deny a motion to vacate
when:
a) D failed to establish facts on the record,
even though he could have with due
diligence, and he failed to adduce the
matter before sentence and the issue was
not determined on appeal.
N/A to motion based on deprivation of right
to counsel OR motion under 440.10(1)(i)
◼
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CPL 440.10(2)
Procedure Pt 1
Court may deny a motion to vacate
when:
b) Ground was previously determined upon
a prior motion or proceeding in a state or
federal court, except on appeal, unless
there has been a retroactive change in
law.
c) Ground could have been raised in a
previous 440 motion but wasn’t.
◼
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CPL 440.10(2)
Procedure Pt 1
◼

◼
◼

◼

No limit to number of motions defendant
can make.
No time restriction on most motions.
More of an issue on felony convictions
where defendant is serving a long
sentence.
Not uncommon for 10 or more 440
motions to be filed by such defendants.
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CPL 440.10(3&4)
Procedure Pt 1
◼

◼

Even where the court may deny a motion under
CPL 440.10(3), in the interest of justice and for
good cause shown it may in its discretion grant
an otherwise meritorious motion.
If court grants motion it must vacate the
judgment and:
◼ Dismiss the accusatory, or
◼ Order a new trial, or take other appropriate
action.
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CPL 440.10(5&6)
Procedure Pt 1
◼
◼

Except where the grounds are:
Newly Discovered Evidence;
◼

◼

Same remedy as CPL 330.10

Under paragraph (i) – prostitution offenses
or paragraph (k)
◼

Must vacate judgment, dismiss accusatory
and take any additional appropriate action.
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CPL 440.10(7)
Procedure Pt 1
◼

On any retrial following granting of
motion, the accusatory is deemed to
contain all original counts, even if counts
were dismissed by the court during trial,
except any counts the D was acquitted of,
were dismissed by an appellate court, or
vacated by another court by previous
post-judgment motion.
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CPL 440.10(8)
Procedure Pt 1
◼

◼

If a judgment by guilty plea is vacated,
but not dismissed, then the action is
restored to its pre-plea status, except
those counts that would not survive under
subdivision 6 (should be 7).
Any charges pending in the same court
that were dismissed in satisfaction are also
restored.
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440.20
Setting Aside Sentence
◼

At any time after entry of judgment, in the
court in which the judgment was entered,
a defendant may move to set aside a
sentence on the ground the sentence was
unauthorized or otherwise invalid as a
matter of law.
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440.20
Setting Aside Sentence
◼

◼

The court must deny the motion when the
ground raised was previously determined on
appeal, unless there has been a retroactive
change in the law.
The court may deny the motion when the
ground raised was previously determined by
a prior state or federal court in a prior motion
or proceeding, except on appeal.
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440.20
Setting Aside Sentence
◼

◼

As under 440.10, even in situations where
court may deny the motion, in the interest of
justice and for good cause shown, the court
can consider the motion as a matter of
discretion. (3)
If the court grants the motion, it must
resentence the defendant in accordance with
the law. (4)
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440.20
Setting Aside Sentence
◼

Despite such determination, however, the
court in the interest of justice and for good
cause shown, may in its discretion grant the
motion if it is otherwise meritorious. (4)
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CPL 440(3)
Procedure Pt 2
◼

◼

◼

Motion to vacate judgment or sentence
must be in writing and on notice to the
People.
Motion should include all grounds that the
defendant is in a position to adequately
raise.
Failure by the defendant to do so may
forfeit raising those grounds in future
motions.
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CPL 440(3)
Procedure Pt 2
◼

◼

◼

If the motion is based on the existence of
facts, the papers must include sworn
allegations of those facts, either by
defendant or another person with
knowledge.
Allegations may be based on direct
knowledge or information and belief.
Defendant may supplement with
documentary evidence.
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CPL 440(3)
Procedure Pt 2
◼

◼

◼

People may respond, and if they do, must
serve a copy of their answer upon the
defendant or counsel.
The People’s answer may deny or admit
any or all of the allegations in defendant’s
papers, and also include documentary
evidence.
Statute doesn’t expressly provide for a D’s
reply, but they usually do.
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CPL 440(1)(b)
Procedure Pt 2
◼

◼

For CPL 440.10 motions after a trial, and
where the court determines a hearing is
necessary, the court may order that the
People produce certain evidence related to
the case.
However, production of evidence is only
available in felony cases (CPL
440.30(1)(b)(iii)), so will not likely be an
issue in your courts.
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CPL 440.30(1-a)
Procedure Pt 2
◼

Note: If you do have a 440 motion based
on Forensic DNA, there are specific
provisions for such evidence CPL
440.30(1-a).
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CPL 440.30(2)
Procedure Pt 2
◼

◼

Once you have all the papers you must
consider whether a hearing is necessary.
If based on the uncontroverted allegations
of fact OR “unquestionable documentary
proof,” and the circumstances under CPL
440.10(2) or 440.20(2), the court MUST
deny the motion without a hearing.
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CPL 440.30(2)
Procedure Pt 2
◼

◼
◼

If the court may deny the motion under
CPL 440.10(3) or 440.20(3), then the
court should:
A) Summarily deny the motion; or
B) Determine the merits.
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CPL 440.30(3)
Considering the Merits
In considering the merits, the court must
grant the motion without a hearing if:
a) The papers allege a legal basis for the
motion; and
b) The ground, if factual, is supported by
sworn allegations thereof; and
c) The essential facts are either conceded to
be true or are conclusively substantiated
by unquestionable documentary proof.
◼
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CPL 440.30(4)
Considering the Merits
◼

The court may deny the motion without a
hearing if:
a)

b)

The moving papers do not allege any ground
constituting legal basis for the motion; or
The motion is factually based and the moving
papers do not contain sworn allegations
substantiating or tending to substantiate all the
essential facts, as required by subdivision one;
or
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CPL 440.30(4)
Considering the Merits
◼

c)

The court may deny the motion without a
hearing if:
An essential fact is conclusively refuted by
unquestionable documentary proof; or
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CPL 440.30(4)
Considering the Merits
The court may deny the motion without a
hearing if:
d) An essential fact is (i) contradicted by a
court record or other official document, or is
made solely by the defendant and is
unsupported by any other affidavit or
evidence, and (ii) under these and all the
other circumstances attending the case,
there is no reasonable possibility that such
allegation is true.
◼
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CPL 440(7)
Procedure Pt 2
◼

◼

If the court doesn’t summarily deny the
motion or determine the merits on the
papers under subs 2, 3 or 4, the court
must conduct a hearing.
At the hearing, the burden is on the
defendant to prove the necessary
allegations of fact by a preponderance of
the evidence.
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CPL 440(7)
Procedure Pt 2
◼

Regardless of whether the court conducts
a hearing, it must set forth on the record
findings of fact, conclusions of law and the
reason for determining the motion.
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440 Motions
Assigned Counsel
◼

◼

◼

Pennsylvania v Finley, 481 US 551 [1987]:
There is no federal constitutional right to
counsel to mount collateral attacks on
state judgments of conviction.
Right to counsel applies to first appeal of
right only.
States have broad discretion to provide
assistance to convicted individuals.
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440 Motions
Assigned Counsel
◼

◼

Defendant is entitled to assigned counsel,
if the Court determines a hearing is
necessary.
County Law 722 was amended in 2019 to
permit an attorney assigned an appeal in a
criminal matter to also prosecute an
Article 440 motion.
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440 Motions
Assigned Counsel
◼

Even if D is not entitled to counsel, you
are not prohibited from assigning counsel
at an earlier stage.
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Coram Nobis
◼
◼
◼

◼

Writ of Error Coram Nobis
Latin for “before us”
Originated in English court of common law
during sixteenth century.
Still exists in various forms in federal
courts and sixteen state courts, including
NY.
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Coram Nobis
◼

◼

◼

For you, a Coram Nobis application is
really a historical footnote.
The various grounds for a coram nobis
were codified by the Legislature with the
enactment of CPL 440.10.
You should consider a Petition for C/N as a
CPL 440 motion and analyze under that
standard.
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